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SOME NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOREXISTENCE OF THE SOLUTION OF ANON-LINEARLY- PERTURBED SPECTRALPROBLEMS
AbstractIn this work we research a non-linearly-perturbed problem on eigenvalues inthe case, when the linear part depends on the parameter of perturbation. Somenecessary conditions for existence of the solutions of non-linearly- perturbedproblem have been found, in the case, when the eigenvalues of non-perturbedproblem are multiple and isomorphic.

Let's consider the following non-linear eigen-values problem
M(")u+ "M1(u) = �(N(")u+ "N1(u)); (1)

where � is a spectral parameter, " � 0 is a parameter of perturbation.Later on we'll suppose that the following conditions are ful�lled:a) M("); N(") are linear self-adjoint operators in the separable Hilbert space H,depending on the real non-negative parameter ", which are continuous in the senseof operator topology by " at some neighborhood of zero, i.e.
kM(")u�M(0)uk � �1(") kuk ;8u 2 D(M(")) \D(M(0)); (2)
kM(")u�N(0)uk � �2(") kuk ;8u 2 D(N(")) \D(N(0)); (3)

where �1("); �2(") = o(") as "! 0 and D(M(")) � DN(") � H;D(M(")); D(N("))are ranges of de�nition of the operators M(") and N(") respectively;b) M(0) �M0; N(0) = N0; N0 is a positively de�ned operator;c) non-linear operators M1; N1; satisfy the conditions
kM1(u)�M1(�)k � q1 ku� �kN0 ;8u; � 2 HN0 ; (4)
kN1(u)�N1(�)k � q2 ku� �kN0 ; 8u; � 2 HN0 ; (5)

where q1; q2 > 0 are some �xed constants, k:k and k:kN0 denote norms in H andHN0 (HN0 is energy space of an operator N0) respectively.d) M1(0) = 0; N1(0) = 0:We'll assume that "0 = 0 corresponds to the nonperturbed problem
M0u = �N0u: (6)
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In the case, when all eigen-values of problem (6) are prime and isolated, the ques-tions on existence of eigen elements of problem (1) are investigated by A.P.Makhmu-dov [1] M.M. Rasulov [2]. In this paper we'll research a question on existence of eigenelements of problem (1) for the case, when eigen-values of a nonpeturbed problem(6) are multiple and isolated.In [3] the following theorem was proved:Theorem 1. Let conditions a)-d) be ful�lled. If �0 is a regular point of a pairfM0; N0g, then there exist numbers "� > 0; �� > 0 such, that for � 2 (�0���; �0+��)and " 2 (0; "�) equation (1) has just trivial solutions (�; 0).From this theorem it follows, that it is not necessary to look for nontrivial solutionof equation (1) everywhere, it su�ces to research non-trivial solution of this problemat the neighborhood (�0; u0), where �0 is an eigenvalue, u0 is corresponding to himeigen, element of problem (6).The basic purpose of this paper is �nding some conditions on existence of asolution of problem (1).Let �0 be an isolated eigenvalue of the pair fM0; N0g whose geometrical multi-plicity is equal to k.Let's denote by '0; '1; :::; 'k�1 the normed in the sense of metric HN0 eigenelements of the pair corresponding to the eigenvalues �0. Then we have

(M0 � �0N0)'i = 0; i = 0; 1; :::; k � 1; (7)
(N0'i; 'j) = �ij = ( 0; i 6= j;1; i = j; i; j = 0; 1; :::; k � 1: (8)

Let's denote by L0 the linear span of elements '0; '1; ::; 'k�1; i.e. L0 == spanf'0; '1; :::; 'k�1g.We'll introduce an orthogonal projector P on the eigen subspace L0.It is not di�cult to show that the operator P transforms each vector u 2 HN0into the vector
Pu = k�1X

i=0 [u; 'i]'i (9)
where [; :; ] is a scalar product in HN0 .By Q we'll denote the orthogonal projector on L?0 (L?0 is an orthogonal com-plement of the subspace L0 in HN0 in the sense of metric HN0). The operator Qtransforms each vector u 2 HN0 into the vector

Qu = 1X
i=k [u; 'i]'i: (10)

Taking into account the multiplicity of the eigenvalue �0 for � 2 �(M0; N0) thesolution of the equation (M0 � �N0)u = Nf
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has the following representation

u = 1X
i=0

[f; 'i]'i�i�� (11)
or R(�)f = (M0 � �N0)�1N0f = 1X

i=0
[f; 'i]'i�i�� :

At the neighborhood of the point �0, we have
R(�)f = Pf�0 � � + T (�)f;

where T (�)f = 1X
i=k

[f; 'i]'i�i�� :
The following basic theorem is true.Theorem 2. Let the conditions a)-d) be ful�lled and M("); N(") be di�erentiableby " at the point "0 = 0 and problem (1) has an eigenvalue �(") and eigen elementu("). If there exists a normed in HN0 element u0 2 L0 such that u(") ! u0 as"! 0 in the sense of metric HN0 and �(")! �0 as "! 0, the followings are true:1) kQu(")kN0 = O(") at "! 0;2) there exists a derivative �0(0) of the function �(") at the point "0 = 0;3) u0 is a solution of the non-linear equation

PN�10 [M 0"(0)u+M1(u)� �0(N 0"(0)u+N1(u)] = �0(0)u: (12)
Proof. We'll write equation (1) in the form:

(M0 � �N0)u(") = �(M(")�M0)u(")� "M1(u("))+
+�[(N(")�N0)u(") + "N1(u("))]: (13)

Since, �(")! �0 as "! 0, then the following cases are possible:Case 1. At the small neighborhood of the point �0 the condition �(") � �0 isful�lled.Then we have
(M0 � �0N0)u(") = �(M(")�M0)u(")� "M1(u("))+

+�0[(N(")�N0)u(") + "N1(u("))]: (14)
Let's introduce an operator

E(�0) = Q(M0 � �0N0)�1N0Q:
This operator is de�ned for all u 2 HN0 and bounded. Really, E(�0)u = 0 butfor u 2 L0 the operator (M0 � �0N0)�1N0 is de�ned in HN0 and bounded.
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It is easy to note that

E(�0)u = 1X
i=k

[u; 'i]'i�i � �0by virtue of this, we have
kE(�0)uk2N0 = � 1Pi=k [u; 'i]'i�i � �0 ; 1Pi=k [u; 'i]'i�i � �0

� =
= 1Pi=k j[u; 'i]j2j�i � �0j2 � 1mini�k j�i � �0j2 kuk2N0 :

From this we obtain the estimation
kE(�0)ukN0 � 1mini�k j�i � �0j kukN0 ;

and hence kE(�0)kN0 � 1mini�k j�i��0j : (15)
Acting �rst of all with operator N�10 , and then with operator E(�0), from equal-ity (14) we get the relation

E(�0)N�10 (M0 � �0N0)u(") = "E(�0)N�10 [�(M(")�M0)u(")�
�"M1(u(")) + �0[(N(")�N0)u(") + "N1(u("))]]: (16)

We haveE(�0)N�10 (M0 � �0N0)u(") = Q(M0 � �0N0)�1N0QN�10 (M0 � �0N0)u(") =
= 1Pi=k (N

�10 (M0 � �0N0)u("); N0'i)'i�i � �0 = 1Pi=k (u("); (M0 � �0N0)'i)'i�i � �0 =
= 1Pi=k (u("); (�i � �0)N0'i)'i�i � �0 = 1Pi=k[u("); 'i]'i = Qu("):

Taking into account the last relation in (16) we obtain
Qu(") = "E(�0)N�10 [�(M(")�M0)u(")� "M1(u("))+

+�0(N(")�N0)u(") + �0"N1(u("))]: (17)
Using a Cauchy-Schwartz inequality relations (4) and estimation N�10  � 12 , weobtain the following inequality:N�10 M1(u("))2N0 � �N�10 M1(u("));M1(u("))� �

� N�10  � kM1(u("))k2 � 12 q21 � ku(")k2N0 :
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Hence N�10 M1(u("))N0 � q1 ku(")kN0 : (18)
By analogy, we have N�10 N1(u("))N0 � q2 ku(")kN0 : (19)
It is easy to show, thatN�10 (M(")�M0)u(")N0 � 12 �1(") ku(")kN0 ; (20)

N�10 (N(")�N0)u(")N0 � 12 �2(") ku(")kN0 : (21)
Taking into account (18)-(21), from (17) we get

kQu(")N0k � kE(�0)kN0 [N�10 (M(")�M0)u(")N0 +
+"N�10 M1(u(")N0 + j�0j N�10 (N(")�N0)u(")N0 +

+ j�0j " N�10 N1(u("))N0 ] � 1mini�k j�1 � �0j�
� ��1(") + j�0j �2(") + "(q1 + j�0j q2)� ku(")kN0 :

(22)

By supposition u(") is continuous by " in the sense of metric HN0 and hencebounded. Therefore, from (22) the relation
kQu(")kN0 = O(") at "! 0

follows.Thus, in case I a statement 1 of theorem 2 is proved.Case 2. At some neighborhood of the point "0 = 0 the relation �(") 6= �0 holds(excepting "0 = 0) in this case at su�ciently small " �(") 2 �(M0; N0). Therefore,there exists an operator (M0 � �(")N0)�1, which is bounded in H. Acting by theseoperator on both parts of equality (13) we obtain
u(") = (M0 � �(")N0)�1[�"M1(u(")) + "�(")N1(u("))�

�(M(")�M0)u(") + �(")(N(")�N0)u(")]:
Using an expansion of the resolvent at the neighbourhood of the point �0, we'llobtain the following relation: u(") =

=
P[N�1

0
[�"M1(u(")) + "�(")N1(u("))� (M(")�M0)u(") + �(")(N("�N0)u("))]]

�0 � �(")
+
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+T (�("))fN�1

0
[�"M1(u(")) + "�(")N1(u("))� (M(")�M0)u(") + �(")(N(")�N0)u(")]g:

Hence we �nd
Qu(") = "QT (�("))fN�10 [�"M1(u(")) + "�(")N1(u("))�

�(M(")�M0)u(") + �(")(N(")�N0)u(")]g: (23)
Using the expansions of Q and T (�(")) we have the true relation

kQT (�("))u(")kN0 � ku(")kN0mini�k j�i � �(")j : (24)
Using (18)-(21) and (24) from (23) we obtain the following estimation

kQu(")kN0 � "(q1 + j�(")j q2) + (�1(") + j�(")j �2("))2mini�k j�i � �(")j ku(")kN0 :
By analogy of case I from this inequality it follows that

kQu(")kN0 = O(") at "! 0:
Case 3. At some neighbourhood of the point "0 = 0 there exists the values of "such that for one �(") = �0 and for others �(") 6= �0.This case is reduced to case 1 and 2. Now we'll pass to the proof of statements2) and 3). With this purpose, we'll write equation (1) in the form:

(M0 � �(")N0)u(") = �(M(")�M0)u(")� "M1(u("))+
+�(")(N(")�N0)u(") + "�(")N1(u(")):

Using expansion u(") = Pu(")+Qu(") let's rewrite the last equation in the form:
(M0 � �(")N0)Pu(") = �(M(")�M0)u(")� "M1(u("))+

+�(")(N(")�N0)u(") + "�(")N1(u("))� (M0 � �(")N0)Qu("):
Hence, we have

P(N�10 M0 � �("))Pu(") = �PN�10 (M(")�M0)u(")�
�"PN�10 M1(u(")) + "�(")PN�10 (N(")�N0)u(") + "�(")PN�10 N1(u("))�

�P(N�10 M0 � �("))Qu("):
Since P(N�10 M0 � �("))Qu(") = 0
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we have

P(N�10 M0 � �("))P(") = �PN�10 (M(")�M0)u(")� "PN�10 M1(u("))+
+"�(")PN�10 (N(")�N0)u(") + "�(")PN�10 N1(u(")): (25)

On the other hand P(N�10 M0 � �0)Pu(") = 0: (26)Subtracting equality (26) from (25) we �nd
(�(")� �0)Pu(") = PN�10 (M(")�M0)u(") + "PM1(u(")�
�"�(")PN�10 (N(")�N0)u(")� "�(")PN�10 N1(u(")):

Hence we obtain the equality
�(")� �0" Pu(") = PN�10 M(")�M0" + PN�10 M1(u("))�

��(")PN�10 N(")�N0" u(")� �(")PN�10 N1(u(")):
(27)

Since u(")! u0 as "! 0 in HN0 ; the operators M1; N1 are continuous, N�10 arelinear, P; Q are orthogonal projectors, then as "! 0 the right hand side of the lastequality has a limit.
PN�10 M 0"(0)u0 + PN�10 M1(u0)� �0(PN�10 N 0"(0)u0 + PN�10 N1(u0)):

From existence of a limit of the right hand side of equality (27) it follows, thatthere exists a limit of the left hand side too; i.e. there exits a limit lim"!0�(")� �0" .Denoting it by �0(0) and passing to the limit as " ! 0 in equality (27), we'llobtain
�0(0)u0 = PN�10 M 0"(0)u0 + PN�10 M1(u0)� �0(PN�10 N 0"(0)u0 + PN�10 N1(u0)):
Thus, theorem 2 is completely proved.
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